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Abstract. This paper presents a criterion for uniqueness of a critical point
in H2.R rational approximation of type (m, n), with m ? n -1. This criterion
is differential-topological in nature, and turns out to be connected with corona
equations and classical interpolation theory. We illustrate its use with three exam-
ples, namely best approximation of fixed type on small circles, a de Montessus de
Ballore type theorem, and diagonal appl'oximation to the exponential function of
large degree.
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unit circle, open unit disk, complement in C of the closed unit disk
circle of radius r, open disk of radius r, complement in C of the
closed disk of radius r (with centers at the origin)
space of real polynomials of degree at most n ; regarding the
coefficients as coordinates, we endow Pn with the Euclidean
topology of Rn+ I

monic real polynomials of degree n
real polynomials of degree at most n with constant coefficient equal
to 1
monic real polynomials of degree n having all their roots in U r
real polynomials of degree at most n with constant coefficient equal
to 1 having all their roots in V r
real monic polynomials of degree n having all their roots in U;
alternatively, closure of M~ with respect to the Euclidean topology

ofPn
real polynomials of degree at most n with constant coefficient equal
to 1 having all their roots in V; alternatively, closure of M~ with
respect to the Euclidean topology of Pn
norms in Loo(T), and in Lz(T), respectively
scalar product in L2(T)
real subspace of Lz(T) consisting of functions with real Fourier

coefficients

r
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HZ,R(U)

Hfj,R(V:

P+,P-

H (U )oo,R

nO ( V)m,n

Rm,n(U)

real Hardy space of exponent 2 of the unit disk consisting of

functions inL2,R(T) whose Fourier coefficients with negative
index vanish
real Hardy space of exponent 2 of the complement of the closed
unit disk restricted to those functions vani~hing at infinity;

alternatively, orthogonal complement ofH~,R(UJin L2,R(T)
orthogonal projections L2..R (T} ~ H2,R ( V)' and L2,R(T) ~fffj,R (V),

respectively
real subspace ofH2,R(U} consisting of essentially bounded
functions
subset of fffj,R(V} consisting of rational functions p/zm-n+lq with
P EP and q E M 1

m n

subset of H2,R{U). consisting of rational functions p/qwith p E Pm
--1and q EMn

1. Introduction

We consider the following two rational approximation problems:

Pb( V, m, n): Given f E Hg,R.(V) and positive integers m, n with m :::: n- minimize

asp!zm-n+lq ranges over R.~,n(V).

Pb( U, m, n): Giveng E Hi.R{U) and positive integersm, n withm ~ n-l, minimize

l[.g- 

~rl
as piC] ranges over Rm,n(U).

It will be convenient to say that a rational function is of type (m, n). if it can
be written as the quotient of a member of Pin by a member of Pn. Now, in the
statement of Pb( U, m, n)., the requirement that p /q be analytic inU is, in fact, re-
dundant because any rational function of type (m, n). with m ~ n -1 that minimizes
the distance to g in Lz(T).has to belong to HZ,R(U). when g does; this follows by
partial fraction expansion from the orthogonality of HZ,R (U). and Hg,R (V)..
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The two approximation problems above are, in fact, equivalent: if we let

h"(z) := lh ( !
z z

~e maph-,- hiT is aninvolutive isometry of LZ,R(T) interchanging HZ,R{U} (resp.
m,n(U)) and HZO,R(V) (resp. R~,n(V)), so that Pb(U,m1n) is the transform of

b{V, m, n) under this map. i

Problem Pb(U,m,n) is classical in approximation theory (see e.g. [3,6,9, 11,
2,14, 26]) and of importance in applied sciences, notably in control [10], and in
ignal processing 18, 15,20]. Two noteworthy features of the present formulation
e the restrictions to real coefficients and to the super-diagonal case m ?: n -1.
e first restriction reflects the authors's interest in the applications and is not.

ssential; the technique developed in the paper can be carried over to the case
f complex coefficients." The second restriction is more serious: whereas the

uper-diagonalcase is an easy extension of the diagonal one, the sub-diagonal case
nvolvesadditionaldifficulties that leave it uncovered.

The basic question of existence of a minimizer in Pb( U, m, n) or Pb( V, m, n)
duces to the casem=n -1 by Lemma 2.2 and is settled in the above references.
e aim of the present paper is the analysis of the more delicate issue of local

inima that arises here as in many nonlinear approximation questions in the
omplex domain, where uniqueness results are rare. In spite of its intriguing
haracter and its practical relevance, since the occurrence of local minima is the
ajor obstacle to numerical approaches, the only positive answers seem to be in

23], for the elementary case wherej is rational of type (m, n), and in [6], for f a
tieltjes function whose supporting measure lies within some interval. When f is
alytic in V, we derive in Section 2 a general criterion for uniqueness that rests

n the differential approac~ of [6], and consists in computing the index and then
hecking the signature of the second derivatives at the critical points. It will turn
ut. that this signature depends on a corona-type equation with norm constraints
xpressing the degree of coprimeness of the numerator and the denominator of
uch points, and that one way to construct solutions to this equation is related to
lassical interpolation theory, and more specifically to the decay of the error in
ultipoint Pade approximation. Subsequently, in the remaining three sections, we

pply the technique to three specific problems. The first of them deals with best
2,R rational approximation of fixed type on small circles. It was selected, firstly

ecause our method applies easily, secondly because it may prove practically useful
y allowing to initialize continuation methods, and thirdly because it may, by a
euristic duality principle, support the conjecture that an entire function of finite

1 * The complex version, however, does not subsume the real one because the best Hz rational

~pproximation of given degree to a function with real Fourier coefficients need not itself be real.
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order that is normal with respect to rational interpolation of type (m, n) in the disk
has a unique critical point for n large. The second result is an HZ,R analog of the
de Montessus de Ballore theorem, and is included because the subject is classical,
and also because it is a nice instance of a problem whose linear part eventually
dominates the nonlinear one. The third problem is the asymptotic uniqueness in
HZ,R of best rational approximation to the exponential function in the diagonal
case, when the degree becomes large. The exponential is the primary example
for which the above-mentioned conjecture should be checked, and also turns out
to be the prototype of the functions to which our criterion should apply, since the
error is nearly circular and decreases rapidly. To establish these last properties,
however, requires a somewhat detailed analysis that will provide us with precise
asymptotics, both on the error and on the location of the poles of the approximants.

2. Critical points and a criterion for uniqueness

We develop in this section the differential theory ofPb(V ,m, n). We assume that
m ?: n -I throughout, and we shall reduce to the case where m = n -I for which
the properties given below already appear in the literature except for Proposition
2.5, and for Proposition 2.8 when q has roots of unit modulus (cf. [4,6] and the

bibliographies therein).
Differentiating under the integral sign, we see that the map Pm X M~ -+ R given

by

p(2.1)
11/- Z;;;-;"+T(iII:

is smooth. Any pair (Pc, qc) where the derivative vanishes will be termed critical.
A minimizer of Pb(V, m, n), and more generally any local minimizer, is a critical
pair; but there may also be others like saddles or local maximizers. Now a critical
pair interpolates 1 maximally in V, as we shall shortly see, and the main result of
this section may be summarized as follows (compare Theorems 2.9 and 2.10):

(p,q) --If

If each critical pair (Pc, qc) is such that Pc/ztn-n+lqc interpolates f in no more
than m + n + 1 points in V, and if in addition the corona equation

bpc + cqc = 1, b,c E Hoo,R(U)

is solvable with

/2,11(~-n+lqc -Pc)blloo <

then the critical pair is unique.

Subsequently, we give a criterion based on the interpolation error to construct
solutions to the above equation, and we translate it to Pb(U,m,n) (cf. Theorems
2.12 and 2.13).
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1 We beg~n our study of the critical pairs by eq~ating to zero the partial derivative

~f(2.l) wIth respect to the numerator. Weobtaln

i ..for q E M~ we denote by ~ (q)E Pm the numerator of the orthogonal projection

ffontothe subspace Pmlzm-n+.tqc Hi>R(V), the above equation means that a
riticalpair is necessarily of the form (Ltn(qc.),qc). Hence, determining critical
airs reduces to finding their denominators, and these in tUrn arise as the critical
ints of themapM~ -t R given by

fll~ 

-11~{tf)/i"-n+lqll~

Ijrere, th~smoothness of .!j,t;.,n as a function of q depends on the following formula
(Fr. [6.]).

l!w.(q)(z) =

jJ(z) := Ip(I/Z)

efines the reciprocal polynomial ofp E Pk. We offer a word of warning about
t is notation: if k' > k and p E Pk is considered as a member of Pk, whose leading

fficients do vanish, the two definitions ofp may be inconsistent,. For this reason,
e shall always specify the value of k under consideration; in (2.3) for instance, it

[ understood that Lt;,(q) E Pm and q E Pn. Formula (2.3) merely rephrases, using
ermite integral representation, a nice characterization of Lt;,(q) essentially due to
alsh ([26], cf. also [3]):

I Lemma 2.1

~z'"-n+lq.

~(q) is the reciprocal of the remainder of the division off"'q

We just saw that critical pairs are those pairs (~(qc),qc) where qc is critical for
m,n' We shall say that (~(qc),qc)is an irreducible critical pair, or also tha.t qc is

irreducible critical point of 1t/m,n, if ~(qc) and qc are coprime; otherwise, we
c I them reducible. The critical points of i-I ,n were studied in [2, 3, 4, 6], and

e shall carry the corresponding results over to the case where m ~ n -1 using
t e following lemma:
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Lemma 2.2 Let! E ~.R(V) and qE M~. Letfurther

f"q = Vqqz"'-n+1 + ~(q) ~(q) E 'Pm Vq E HZ.R (U)

be the division offO"q by qzm-n+l, Setfl = p+(zm-n+lf) andfz = p_.(zm-n+lf).
Then ~2-1 (q) andfl are the remainder and the quotient respectively of the division

of ~(q) by q:

~(q) = q{l +~2-1 (q)

f2q=Vqq+~2_1(q): ll;,-l(q) ~ Pn-

is the division off2q by q, namely the quotient is again Vq. Moreover; we have that

_If -_ch

I{7m,n -lIl';-I,n

In particular; q is an irreducible (resp. reducible) critical point of'l!fm.n iff it is an
irreducible (resp. reducible) critical point of~2-1.n.

Proof It is easily checked thatilO' = P _(z-(m-n+l)fO') andff = P +(z-(m-n+l)fO').

Thus, upon dividing (2.4) by zm-n+1 and observing that P + + P -is the identity
Lz,R(T) -+ Lz,R(T), we obtain

~~
zm-n+1

ftlTq + fiq = Vqq +

Since/J E 'Pm-no we haveff =h/zin-n+1 so that

f2q = Vqq + Ur(q) -qfl
Zm-n+l

Now,ffq and Vqq belong to H2,R(U) whence also the bracketed tenn does. This
tenn is therefore a polynomial of degree at most n -1 and consequently (2.8) is
the division offfq by q. It follows now from Lemma 2.1 that

~(q) -qft
zm-n+1

,/2 ( q) =
J.Jn-l
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1

dchanging z into llz yields (2.5); furthennore, (2..9) and (2.8) togethelimp.ly

( ..6).. Substituting (2..5) in (2.2) and using that multiplication by z is an isometry

yes

~,n(q)=

0

Now, the characterization of.thec~tical points of1llm,n t'UIIlS as follows:

Proposition 2.3 Let q belong to .I\It~, and let again

{trq 

=Vqqz!n-n+l+~(q), ~(q) E Pm, v~ E H2,R( U)

b .the division off"q by qzm-n+t.. Let dE Mk be the monicg.c.d. of!!m(q) and q,
hose degree k may be positive or zero. Then:

(i) ~(q)ld= ~-Jqld).
(ii) q is a criticalpointof-lm,n iffq divides Vq~(q). In particular; ifqis an

i reducible critical point, then q dividesvlIo
(iii) q is a critical point of -Im,n iff ql = q Id is an irreducible critical point

~-k,n-k andthepolynomiald dividesvqllq[, where Vq, is the quotient of the
vision of f"ql by qtzm-n+1 (note that vqrl qt actually lies in H2,R( U) by (ii) as

p(iedto qt)..

f Proof This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2 and [6, Thm.

Iirop. 2]. Q

jFrom now on~ we assume that f not only belongs to ~,R(V) but is in fact.
hplomorphic on V:

there exists 1] > 0 such thatf(z) is analytic for ltl > 1 -1/,
-

f(z) =j(z) andf(oo) = o.(fI)

ypothesis (H) is a technical one, allowing us to extend the domain of definition of
m,n from M~ to LXn (Proposition 2.4). This is important because our criterion for
niqueness (Theorems 2.12 and 2.13), based on the Index Theorem (Theorem 2.9),

i differential-topological in nature, whereas in differential topology functions have
t be defined over compact sets to exhibit homotopy invariants (e.g. the degree).

I Proposition 2.4 When (H) is satisfied, the maps ~ :
fm,n : M~ -.R extend smoothly to a neighborhood of ~n in Mn.

M 1 --P and
n m
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Proof
3, Prop. 2]

Clearly, 

12 satisfies (H) if 1 does. Now apply Lemma 2.2 and

0

Denote again by ~,n and 8m the exte~ded functions.. When (H) is satisfied,
Proposition 2.4 will allow us to speak of a critical point qc or a critical pair
(8m(qc), qc) when qc lies on the boundary 8An of An; this boundary consists of
monic polynomials of degree n whose roots are bounded by I in modulus, and
such that at least one of them has modulus 1. Now., we need to handle the critical

points that ~,n may have on 8An. Such critical points are reducible since 8m (q)j q
cannot have a pole on T as ~,n is bounded by II fll.~; for such points, Proposition
2.3 must be supplemented as follows. !

Proposition 2.5 Assume (H) holds and let q E £In- Let further

fUq:;:: Vqq~-n+" + ~.(q)

be the division offUqbyqz'!1-n+ Write

at
q=qtllt af

VI

where q, E M~-k and the !lj'S are distinct irreducible factors overR{z) having
roots of modulus 1. Designate by dj the degree of!lj (either 1 or 2) and by

(2.1.0) fC7qf =Vq,ql zln-n+
-I i

+ Em-k(qll)

the division offO'qi by q,zn-n+ Then

(2.11) V =:!:v qlq and Tf (q) -,..01
L;;m .j -v1 ,}QITf

( )11 L.;m'-'k q1

Moreover; the following are equivalent:
(i) q is a critical point of -Im,no
(li) ql isa critical point of ~-k,n-k and v).(aj+I)/2] divides Vql for j E {l,

where the bracket denotes the integer part. , I},

For the proof, we need two lemmas.

Lemma 2.6 For q E An. we have

~.n(q) = UVq.ll~.
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Proof By continuity, we canassumeqE M~. Then

fm,n (,), = Iff -~(q)/z:n-n+lqH~ = fO"
~ .,

-~(q)lqll~,:= 1Ivfqrn-n+llq11~= IIVqll~,

there the last equality is due to the fact that Iq~-n+llqj = i 1 on T. 0

I Lemma 2.7

(~.10), we have
For q = qlq2 E ~n with ql E ~n~k, qk E ~k, and Vql as in

VU
~,n(qiq2.) = 1/Ik~1.k(q2).

~ Ptoof First observe .that. V~I satisfies hypo~~esis (H) when f does, ~o that the

tatement makes sense, t.e. we may evaluate ¥'k~l,k on 8~k. By contftluuy, we can
ssume that q, EM~-k and q2 E Mk. Perform the division OfVqtQ2 by q2:

a E HZ,R( V);
-v~

Vq;Q2=aq2 + Lk~1(q2),

tpultiplying (2.1 0) by q2 and substituting for Vql q2 yields

/"Q1Q2 

= a(q\q2)i"-n+]

thic9 is nothing but the division off""Q\q2 by Q\Q2z"'-n+\. Thus, we deduce from
~mma2.1 that

~(qlq2) f
( )[;m-k:q1qiL:5..J(q2J12) zm-n+lqj(j2 = zm-n:t:tq;Q2+ :zm-n+lq\.J 

is to be obserVed that the two tenns in the right-hand side of (2.12) are mutually
rthogonal in H2.R(V) because multiplying by qlz1n-n+1 /ql is an isometry of L2(T)
nding the first of these tenns intoH2,R(V) and the second intoH2,R( V). By (2.2)
d Pythagoras' rule, we get successively

11 2 li f 'IIlm,n(qlqV= IIJII~~ _~i~1&
11 = U l12 - 11 ~m-k(ql)

~ n+lqlq2 2 ..m-n+1
t (. qI

= ~-k,lt-k( ql ) -

1: 

Lemma 2.6 and since h -+ hO' is an isometry OfL2.R(T), this may be rewritten

";1 ( )=1Pk-l,k q2 0
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Proof of Proposition 2.5 Set.u= Vfl ...V(I E Pk. Since Jl = :J::.u according
to whether the multiplicity of the root lis even or odd, (2.11) follows immediately

upon multiplying (2.1 0) by jj'.
We turn to the equivalence of (i) and (ii). Let QI C Mn~k and JVj C Majdj be

neighborhoods of ql and VjQ{ respectively. Due to the pairwise coprimeness of ql,
III,..., Vi, the components of (XI,nt,... ,(Ji) E QI x]lf) X ...x Nt are coordinates
around q E Mn, so that q is critical iffthel + 1 partial maps

31

9j

_If ( QI
XJ -"'Vm,n XI/II
l) ~I,f ( QI !7j. -."Vm,n ql/l{ .

01 ).VI ,

OJ-I () °j+'
vi-l i.vi+t /It!)) J=

have vanishing derivatives at q.\ andvjQj respectively. Since by a previous remark the

roots of modulus 1 of any X E An cancel in ~(X)/x, we have for all) E{I,... ,n}
that
(2.13) SI(XI} = itIm-k,n-k(XI),

(2.14) 8j(8J = ~-k+Qjdj,n-k+Qjdj(ql!8j)'

Applying Lemma 2.7 to (2.14) with n -k + ajdj, m -Ik + ajdj and ajdjin place of
n, m and k respectively, we see that

(2.15) , t.[=1/;,6j = ?fJQjdj-l,<Xjdj'

In view of (2.13) and (2.15), we see that q is a critical point of -Itfm,n iff qr is

critical for #m~k n-kand //j~j is critical for '!,iI~fdj _ I ad. It remains to prove that // jaj is
, J:/ 'J ;

criticalfor'!,il::d-l ad iff// j [(aj+I)/2] divides Vql. Considering this assertion for each
~J; ,;;

j separately, we may as well drop the indexj and rename V~I asf. In other words,

we are back to the case where k = n, m = n -1, and [. = 1, namely we have to

prove, for // an irreducible factor over R[z]. of degree d (either 1 or 2) having roots

of modulus 1, that q = //a is a critical point of1lfad-i,ad iff//[(a+I)/2r divides fO'.

By the Hermite inte~al formula (cf. e.g. [26]), the functionvq can be represented

as

~d-l,Qd(q)
8ak
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a.I?) 1 f 8v
;:; iT ai(f.)V'(f.)dt:,J

i - here we have used the identity v;(f,.) == Vq(t;.)!f, on T (remembering that the

F urier coefficients are real). Plugging (2.16) into (2.17) and differentiating under
eintegral sign, we obtain

~d-l.ad(q) 1 r
= j;;: JrV;{f.)

8ak

j/7 (-y j-ya:-k q:(:r )~-ykq( -y)

q2(-y)~ll+' -fv;2;" iT(~.18) -

:}~

-y-f.

~ here the secon~ equality uses ~ubini' s the?re~. On th~ o~er hand, by the .residue

~ rrnula as applIed to the functIon v; (WhICh IS analytIc ill: VI-1/ and yanIshes at

i finity),
1 1 "

-Vq2;" T

;)~ 

= v;(-r) l' E Tl+.,

-y-e

~hence (2.18) becomes

ad-kl
v;(-Ylf"(-Y)-Y" q(1) -ykq(1)

q2() d-y.

f q = II" is a real polynomial with roots of modulus 1 only, either q = q or q = -q

d pending upon whether the multiplicity of the root 1 is even or odd; accordingly,
ether Vq = to" or Vq = -fO".

Assume first that q = q. We get

,hence q is a critical point Of~d-l,ad iff

2~'; kl+«<1.19} 'v'pE Pad-l

~~ im~ge of the map cPo: P ad-l --+ Pad sending p(,) to ,p(,) -p(,) is the set of
aptl-reClprocal polynoffilals of degree at most ad, namely

ImtfJ = {x E Pad; X= -X}
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() od + od-1 .icX.'y,= 

Xod'Y Xod-I'Y T

-,*ad-1.'] -Xad

be anti-reciprocal; then

EJ d IP '.'\t'=v '"V° -Co
+-,(\Cod f + X[Qd/2r+ I '"YIQf2] EPQd-

(2.20) Vp E 'fOd, p=-p..

In another connectipn. changing,",/, into 1/ '"'/' in the integral below yields the identity

,
)P{7)d,7~ 7,!(yW.l P E Pad,

I/(I+.}

whence

( ) 1 i' P'Y.-'Y)q(-;;;)d'Y 
=2j; T1+-

f('Yr

i p-pf(lr~1)~(I)d"
P E Pad-2i7r

TI+,-T'/(I+,) q

.p(-y)
!(-y)f (-Y)~d-Y=O, P E Pad

1 r
2j-; JTI+.-TI r+.)

Thanks to the residue formula, and since all the roots of va have modulus 1 hence
lie within the contour, this is equivalent to asserting that va divides ffO" or also that
v[(a+I)/Zj dividesf becausef andfO" share the same roots of modulus 1. Finally, if
q ::: -q.. (2.19) has to be replaced by

~p E'Pad-l,

and one can check in the same manner that 1/[(0+1)/.2J again divides f in this case.
D

Having characterized the critical points of tt/m,n in terms of the zeros of Vq and Vq\
in Propositions 2.3 and 2.5, we now recognize by applying 0" to (2.4) that (~(q), q)
is an irreducible critical pair iff ~ (q) / q is a multipoint Pade approximant to f of
a particular type (the interpolation takes place at infinity with order m -n+ I and
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t the reciprocals of the roots of q with order 2), and that a reducible critical pair is
enerated by a lack of normality in V. Since there are no spurious poles for such
pproximants, and since we assume that (H) holds, it is natural to conjecture that
ny sequence of critical points such that m goes to infinity actually converges to
uniformly on V. This is the content of the next proposition, which will be used

n the proof of asymptotic uniqueness for the exponential function and may be of

nterest in its own right.

t Proposition 2.8 Assume f is analytic in a simply-connected domain 11
ontain~ng V. Assume also that f vanishes at infinity and satisfies f(z) = J(Z).

efine 11 = {l/z;z E 11}. Forq E ~n, let

f"'q 

= Vqqz'"-n+l +~(q)

~e the divisionoff"q by qzn-n+ Then the collection

{Vq; q E An, n E N, mEN, m 2:: n -1

t a n.o~l family of functions in n. If (~k' nk) is a sequence of pairs of non-
egatlve Integers such that mk ? nk -1 and hmk--.oo mk = op, and if; for each k, we
t qn. E ~n. be a critical point oftf/m.,n., then .

lim ~~k-+oo q = f
nk

4nijormly on V.

t ProOf Let K c 11 be a compact set containing V and r c 11 a contour
srrOunding K. By the Hennite fomlula, the function Vq can be represented

1 1 uq('Y) d'Y( .23) Vq(~) = -2 ' f ('Y)-m=n + 1- ( ) --t: ~ E K.
17r r 'Y q 'Y 'Y -..

1[his inequality is in particular true on the circle r, so that (2.23) implies

'Iff. E K
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Because the distance fiom K to r is positive, we see from (2.24) that the family
(Vq ) is uniformly bounded over K, thereby establishing that it is normal.

To prove (2.22), observe as in. the proof of Lemma 2.p that

f-~(q)/~-.n+lql. == [Vq[ oqT,

goes to infinity and

so we must prove that1lvq"k 1100 --0 when k 00. j

Assume first that nkremainsbounded, Thenmk -nk i+

jk,2 = p~(i'!k-nk+lf)

converges to zero uniformly on V because the Taylor expansion off at infinity is
normally convergent there. According to Lemma 2.2, let

be the divisioaofjk':2Qnk by qnk
deduce that

From (2.24) applied with jk,2 insteadofj, we

VI:. E U,

which g~s to zero uniformly as k g~s to infinity. We thus get the desired
conclusion when nkis bounded. Assume now that nk goes to infinity. In accordance
with Propositions 2.3 and 2..5, we decompose qn. as ZlkdkXk where Zlk is a polynomial
otdegree Qk having only roots of modulus 1, dk E Mbk is a common divisor of

~k(qnk) and qnk' and Xk EM~k is an irreducible critical point. of ~k-nk+6k,6k' Let
VXk be the quotient of the division of!C7Xk by z"'k-nk+1Xk. Cancelling the common
roots between ~k(qnk) andqnk gives

11 

F- If7nk(qnJ/i"k-nk+'qnk IIOQ=jff -Il7nk-nk+b"k(Xk)/i"k-nk+'xkHoo =lI.vXt1tOo'

and since (VXk) is a nonnal family on n :) U by the first part of the proof, it is
enough to show that the number of zeros ofvXk inU goes to infinity with k. By
Proposition 2.3, we know that dkXk divides VXk' In addition, it is easily checked
that

VX.=:!:Vqnkdk/dk,

where the sign depends upon whether Ilk = Vk or Ilk = -Vk, so that VXk has at least

[Qk/2) zeros of modulus 1 since Vqnk does by Proposition 2.5. Hence VXk has at least

f3k +8k + [ak/2} ?; nk/2
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z~rosinV, and this completes the proof p

We turn to a result which is central to our approach since it will allow us to
p 55 from the local to the global when analysing uniqueness of a critical point..

call that a critical point is said to be nondegenerate if the second derivative is
a nondegenerate quadratic form. In this case, the number of negative eigenvalues
i called the Morse index of the critical point and is invariant under change of
c ordinates. The theorem below links the Morse indices of the critical points of

.,n together when they are nondegenerate and may be viewed as an analogue of
ePoincare-Hopf theorem granted that ~n is a topological n-ball [3].

t Theorem 2.9 (The Index Theorem) Assume (H) holds and ~.n has only
n ndegenerate critical points in ~n, none of which lies on 8~n' Let C be the
c llection of these critical points and c(q) designate the Morse index of q E C.
Jj en

L(-l).E{q) ==

qEC

Proof The case m = n- is established in [3], so we appeal to Lemma 2.2, 0

~ Remarks The nondegeneracy of the critical points is generic in H2,R (Ur) for
r> I [2]. One caniniact prove that critical points on ~~n .are degenerate, so that

e hypotheses we gave are somewhat redundant, but thIS wIll not be a concern for
u.

The criterion for uniqueness of a critical point that we seek rests on ensuring that
e ch critical point is a nondegenerate local minimum, hence has index 0, and then
a plying the index theorem. Therefore, what we really need now is a sufficient
c ndition for a critical point to be a local minimum. While it is not difficult to
s ethat a reducible point is never a local minimum, unless f is rational of type
( -I,n -I), because the problem is normal [3], the forthcoming theorem asserts

at a critical q is a local minimum provided ~ (q) and q are "sufficiently coprime".

jTheorem 2.10 Let! E HIJ.R(V) and~ E M~ bean irreducible critical point

O)tm,no Assume there exlsts a corona relatlon

(~.25) b~(q) + cq = b,c E Hoo,R(U):

sqch that

I(fq- 

~(q)/:z:n-n+l)bfloo(~.26) /2.<

T~en, q is a nondegenerate local minimum of~,
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Proof Setf, = P ( ..m-n+lf) and 1'" = p_
( zln-n+i f) .Then _l,f = -!h b

y+ <- J~ ,"Pm,n "Pn:-1,n

Lemma 2.2, so that q will be a nondegenerate local 'minimum of ~,n iff it is a

nondegenerate local minimum of ~2- 1 .Now, (2.5) land (2.25) give us a coronan .,n

relation between q and ~2-I(q), where the coefficient pfthe latter is again b:

b!f,;~I(q) + (c+ bh)q~

Moreover, it is straightforward to check that

11(hq ~.u(fq -~(q.)/tm"-n+l}bll.oo
12

Ln-t{q))bjloo

whence it is enough to prove the theorem when m t n- I.. In this case, it is
shown in [6, egn. (22)] that the second derivative of~-r,n at qcan be expressed
in suitable coordinates asa guadraticform on the spage Pn-1 by the formula

pEP"

which depends on b modulo q only, by the critical point property (cf. [6J).From
the inequality

which is obvious if one writes the scalar product in integral form, we see that (2.26)
implies the positivity ofH, 0

In order to complete our construction, it remains for us to find a way of

manufacturing band c satisfying (2.25) and (2.26). The next lemma provides
us with a means of doing this when precise estimates of theeITor in the multipoint
Fade approximation are available. It will be convenient to use the notation Ordoo(h)
to designate the order at 00 of a meromorphic function h, i.e., the finite integer 1I
such that

h()O( V 'z= z aslzl- ~.
We also denote by Zv(h) (resp..

(resp. U) counting multiplicities

Zu(h)) the number of finite zeros of h in V

Lemma 2.11 Assume that (H) holds and let A = P + (:z:n-n+ If) andf2 =
P _(:z:n-n+lf). Let also qE M~ be prime to ~(q). IfBjA is a rational function in
irreducible form with real coefficients such that

(2,27) [Zv -Ordoo](~-n+l AI -B} ~ n,
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~nd if in addition

~2.28) If -~(q)/~-n+ 'qj < if~ B!zn-n+IA/

ionT

-B
c=~~ -

A~(q) -Bq

¥(2.28) is replaced by the stronger inequality

~2.29) 311 -Ifm(q)/z"'-n+lqf < If-B/z'"-n+1AI on T,

~en in addition (2.26) holds.

f Remark The proof will actually show that equality necessarily holds in (2.27)
nder the stated hypothesis. If BfA has poles on T, the right-hand sides of (2.28)
d (2.29) have to be interpreted as +00 at those points.

~ en Bq -A~(q) has no zero on T either; hence the winding number

(Bq -A~(q)) of the curve (Bq -A~(q))(T) around t~e ~rigin is well defined.
ssume first that A has no zero on T. By the argument pnnclple,

+ Zu(A),

SF that (2.28) and Rouche's theorem together imply

+Zu(A)
W (Bq -A~(q)) = W(f -B/zIn-n+IA) + m +

~here the last inequality uses (2.27). As Bq -~(q) is analytic, this winding
umber equals the number of zeros it has in U, so this number is z~ro and the first
sertion of the lemma is proved. Assuming (2.29), one obtains on T

I(fq -~(q)/z'"-n+l )bl = I~ -~(q)/zIn-:+~q-
1~(q)/zm-n+l.q -B/zm-n+lA
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f ~ ~(q)/znI-n+.lql
If -Blzm-n+.1AI-lf~I!m(q)lzm-n~lq' < 1/2,

I

which proves (2.26).
If A happens to havezerosonT, it cannot have azerd on T1+~forO < E < Eo, say.

Since (2.27) and (2.28) will remain true on v1+~ andT1+~ respectively when E is
small enough, we obtain by the same reasoning as before that Bq -A~( q) has no
zero in V 1+~. If (2.29) happens to hold, we first replace 3 by 3 + 15 for some 15 > 0
which is small enough, and then argue that this stronger inequality also remains
true on T1+f.We conclude as in the first part of the proof that

s: c'

t(fq- ~(q)/:z:n-n+l)b! < on TI+.
.1

2+6

Letting E go to zero yields the desired conclusion d

We are in a position now to state our criterion for uniqueness of a critical point.

Theorem 2.12 (Criterion for uniqueness in Pb(V, m, n») Assume that (H)
holds, and that any critical point q of -Im.n satisfies

(i) q is irreducible,
(ii) there exists a rational function BIA in irreducible form with real coefficients

such that

(2.30) 3tf-~(q)Iz"'-n+tqt<U-BIz"'-n+rAI onT,

and such that B/~-n+1A interpolatesf in V to yield

(2.31) [Zv -OrdooJ(~-n+1Af -B) ;::: n.

Then, 1t/m,n has a unique critical point q" E M~ and ~(q")/q" is the unique

minimizerojPb(V., m, n).

Proof The proof is immediate from Theorem 2.10, Lemma 2.11, and
Theorem 2.9. 0

Theorem 2.12 can also be translated to Pb(U, m, n) using the equivalence of the
twoproble~s under 0". To emphasize symmetry, we shall denote byj5/q a typical
element of 'Rm,n(U), observing that indeed any member of Pm is the reciprocal of
some unique P E Pm and that any member of ~n is the reciprocal of some unique
q E ~n. We further define ;f~,n : ~n -+ R by

;f~,n(q) := grin rig -plqll~ = 11g -L! (q)lqn~ = ~:n(q),
pE'Pm
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nd we extend in a natural way to Pb( U, m, n) and 1/J~,n the notions of reducible
r irreducible critical pair and critical point respectively: q is a critical point of

-m,n iff q is a critical point of 1/J~:n; and <p,q) is a critical pair for Pb( U, m,n) iff it
-(7

s of the form (~ (q),q) where q is a critical point. Note that the status of being
riticalfor a pair (P, q) depends on the interpolation properties of fJ!qtog in the
isk, namely, it depends on whether the quotient Vq of the division

gq-- V q.J7l-n+! + -
-q..p

fneets the requirements of Propositions 2.3 and 2.5

Theorem 2.13 (Criterion for uniqueness in Pb(U,m,n) Let g be analytic
n the closed disk V and g(z) = g("Z). Assume that any critical pain! q of;j;~.,n

atisfies
(i) q is irreducible,
(ii) there exists a rationalfunctionB/A in irreducibleform, with BE Pk"A E Pk,

uch that

(2.32)
-"

318 ~L~{q)fq.J < Ig- BfA] anT,

fnd such that BfA interpolates g in U to yield

f2..33) Zu{Ag- B)~ max(m + k,n+ k')

~en ;P~,n has a unique critical point q" E M~, and L~u(q")/q" is the unique

~inimizer ofPb( U, m, n).

f Remark A typical BIA will be a multipoint Fade approximant to g of type
~-1, n-1.). More generally., (2.33) holds for any such approximant of type (k', k)
Ith k' :?: m -1. and k :?: n -1..

Proof Set! = gO'; upon applying 0', inequality (2.32) is equivalent to

3.Jf- ~/~-n+lq.l <.j./ -(B/A)O'..J onTo

~ssume first that m- n ~ k' -k. Then

{Zv -Ordoo] (:z:n-n+i Ai -:z:n-n+k-k'TJ)

:::; {ZV -Ordoo] (:z:n-n+k (A(l/z)g(l/z) -B(l/z)))

:::; [Zv -Ordool (A(I/z)g(l/Z) -B(l/z)) -m+n-k

:::; Zu(Ag -B) -m +n-k?; n,
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where the last inequality uses (2.33}. Since

~-n+k-k~
zm-n+IA

(BjA)17::::

we may apply Theorem 2.12 with B replaced by z!1I-n+k-k'JJ and A replaced byA
to conclude that ~,n has a unique critical point in q* E M~, whence ~~,n has a

unique critical point in q* E M~.
If m -n < k' -k, then

[Zv 

-Ordoot 1'-k+tAj -B) = [Zv -Or~l.(I'(A~l/z)g{l/Z)- B(ljz)}

== Zu(Ag -B) -K~~.

As
8

(BjA}<7 =zm-n+I~-k-m+nA]'

we apply Theorem 2.12, this time with B replaced by B and A replaced by
, -

I-k-m+n A. 0

3. Approximation of fixed type on shrinking disks

In this section we consider the following rational approximation problem

Pb(Ur,m,-n):forg analytic in Uro such thatg(z) = g{Z), andgivenO<r < roand
positive integers m, n, m ~ n -1, minimize

as p ranges over Pm and q ranges over M~.

If we setfr(z) :=f(rz), for any functionf and any positive real number r, the
relation

(3..1) --g~~ -gr"'Pr = Lm' (qr) = Lm(~ql/r)'

Using the theory developed in the previous section, we shall establish the
following result:

shows Pb(Ur,m,n} for g to be equivalent to Pb(U,m,n) for gr. This allows us
to cany over to the first problem the terminology introduced for the second, and
in particular to define the notion of a critical pair: (p, q} E Pm X ~n is critical for

Pb(Ur, m,n) with g iff (Pr..qr) is critical for Pb(U,m, n) with gr, and we have that
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Theorem 3.1 Lerg(z) = Lf;og./zI, with g/ E R, and define

gt gl-l gt-k+!
Q!,k ::;

gl+k- gl+k-2 81

tith the convention thatgs = Ofors < 0.. Let us assume that

{~.2) 9k+m-n.k # 0, ~k~n.

; hen Pb( U r, m, n) has a unique critical pail; whence a unique solution, when r
i small enough. Moreove; if (jJ*\z, r),q*(z, r)) denotes this pair and if~/Q~,

~(O) = 1 denotes the Pade approximant of type (m, n) to g, we have

jJ*(z, r) ~(z) q*(z, r) -..Q~(z) inMnin Pm, asr -..0.

Remark This theorem applies in particular to totally positive functions, as
ondition (3.2) is satisfied for all m ~ n -I in this case.

Proof First we shall prove (3.3) with (p* (z, r), q* (z, r)) replaced by any
i educible critical pair (p,q) = (p(z,r),q(z,r)) of Pb(Ur,m,n). Thus qr is

irreducible critical point of ;;;~,n. By the equivalence of Pb{U"m,n) and
b(V, m, n), Proposition 2.3 and (3.1) tell us that

-- O( -'"-.n+.1 2 )grqr -pr = ..ql/r ,

4r equivalently

gq -p = O(i"-n+lqY/r2)'

!

oteothat all the roots of ql/r2 have modulus less than r.
Equation (3,4) means thatp is the Lagrange interpolant to gq at the m + n + 1

eros of zin-n+l qI/r2 , We denote this by

-( ) r ( - z"'-n+ 1 2 )P s = ~ S, gq, qljr2

*etting q(z) = £~=o bkzk, bo = 1, we get by linearity of the Lagrange operator

n

p(s) = L bk£( s, gl, i"-n+l ~ jr2)
1-=0
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Asp E Pm, expressing that the coefficients Ofs!"+f,... ,s!"+n in the right-hand side
vanish yields the linear system of equations satisfied by bk, k = 1, ...,n. Let K C C
be a compact set. We have by the Hermite formula that for s E K,

where C denotes a contour surrounding K and the m + n + I roots of

.:n-n+lqi/r2O Since s remains in a compact set and t belongs to C, the quotient
sn-n+l q2 . (s)/ tn-n+l q2 ( t ) tends uniforml y tosn+n+r

/ tn+n+1 as r tends to zero.
l/r2 l/r2 ,

IThus,

= £{s,gl, z:n+n+i) = gosk+ + gm+n-k,sfn+n in Pm-

whence the coefficients of the linear system of equations defining the bk'S converge
as r tends to zero to those of the linear system defining the Fade denominator Q~,
which is

0gm+l +X1.gm + + xngm-n+1 !=

l gm+n +Xlgm+n-l +... +xngm

Because the deternIinant of this system is fJm,n ;6 0, it follows that the limit of the
sol~on. is the solution of the limiting system, namely; q(z, r) converges to Q~(z)
in Mn as r -+ 0, As to the numeratorp, the Rennite fonnula gives

= 0

p(s) ~

Since q(t, r) tends toQ~(t) unifonnlyon C, we get in turn the convergence ofp(s,r)
to the Pade numerator ~(s) in Pm asr -O.

Secondly, we establish that all critical pairs are irreducible when r is small
enough. Indeed, assume to the contrary that there exists a sequence of reducible
pairs as r -O. In view of Propositions 2.3 and 2.5, one obtains a sequence
of irreducible critical pairs of type (I + m -n, I), for some fixed I < n, whose

associated rational functions interpolate g in more than 21 + m -n + 1 points onV 
r. By the first part of the proof, which can be applied with n replaced by I and

m replaced by 1+ m -n because of (3.2), these rational functions converge to the
Pade approximant Pl+m-nIQ? to g of type (I + m -n, I). This gives a contradiction
because Pl+m-nl Q? vanishes-at the origin with multiplicity exactly 21 + m -n + 1,
as can be seen from (3.2) and the equality (cf. [17])

(gQ? -PI+m-n)(Z) = -I)! gl+m-n+l ,1+1 ?L+m-n+l + O(il+m-n+2).
gl+m-n,/
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Thirdly, we estimate the error at a critical pair when r becomes small. By what
recedes, we may assume that all critical pairs are irreducible; we may also require
at r < rl < 1, where rl is chosen so small that Url does not contain any zero

f Q2. Since pq E Pm+n interpolates gq2at the roots of zln-n+lqi/ri by (3.4), the
ermiteformula gives

(gq2 -pq}(S) = SE U.

.m-:n+ I.q2 (s) -;:2( )~ i ~!/r.~dt,2l ~ n+..I. q2 (t) t -s.". T' I./~

~s the roots ofql/~lie inUr. we obtain for t E T

2n

m+n+1 [s[=r.

~

-'1

~o~eover, q(z, r) tends uni~o~y to Q~(z) ~nthe close~ unit disk so that, by our
~holce of rl, we get upon dIVIdIng (3.6) by q2(S) and ~aking absolute values

q3.7) Ig -p!q!{s) ~ cm+n+ fsf.=r,

here C is some constant independent of r.
Finally, we prove the uniqueness part of the theorem by applying Theorem 2.13

0 ~,n with B = (~-l)r and A = (~-l.)r, whence k' = m -1 and k = n -1.

ndeed, it follows from (3.2) and (3.5) that there exists a constant Cl. > 0 such that
or r small enough

C m+n-l < Ig -~ /QO I(s
)1 -, m-l n-l

for 

I~.J= r.

ft fo~l?ws from ~e definiti~n of the Pade approximant ~at the interpolatio.n
Ondlt10n (2.33) IS met whIle {3.7) and {3.8) together Imply that (2.32) IS
atisfied as soon as r < J~. 0

4. Approximation of fixed denominator degree to meromorphic
functions

I The goal of this section is to establish the following H2,R-version of the

~e Montessus de Ballore theorem.

Fix a nonnegatiye integer n and a real number R > LetTheorem 4.1

1 <Jxjl<p < R
n

Qn(Z) = II(z-Xj),

j=.\
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bea rear polynomial, and g == GjQn where G is analytic in '! R, and satisfies

G(z)=~. Moreovet; assume G(Xj) 7.fOforailj. Then the map 1/'~,n has a unique
critica[point q~ E ~n for m large enough; in particulal; problem Pb( U, m, n) has
a unique solution j3;'/q~. In addition, stilljor m large, j3;'/q~ has exactly n poles
in C and

q~ -+ Qn/Qn(O) in Pn as",-oo
Furthennore,

p;'/q~ -..g as m-f 00.,

locally uniformly in UR:= UkVU~I.{Xj}. Moreprecisely, if K C URis a compact
set,

where II .IlK denotes (he supremum norm on K

First, we prove a lemma which gives a lower bound on the rate of convergence
of certain Pade approximants to meromorphic functions.

Lemma 4.2 For g as in Theorem 4.1, consider the Fade approximant
~,n-I/Q~,n-1 to g of type (m,n -1) and let E > 0 be such that p+ E < R.
Then for m large,

(4.4) Ig -~,n-l/Q~..n-lt~ (p + E)-In onTo

Proof Assume there exists a sequence of points Zm E T such that

l(g-~..n-I/Q~,n-l)(Zm)1 < (p+ ~)-m

for infinitely many m. Combining the two relations

(Q~,n-lg -~,n-")(Z)= o(zm+n), (QO g -~ )(z) = O(z'"+n+f\m,n m,n ,

where ~,n/ Q2.,n denotes the Pade approximant to g of type (m, n), yields

-Q~,n-I~,n)(Z)= o(~+n),(Q~,n~,n-1

From de Montessus de Ballore's theorem (cf. [1)), the rational function ~,n/Q~,n
has precisely n finite poles for m large. Hence, the left-hand side of (4.6) is a
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~onzero polynomial of degree at most m + n, and there exists a nonzero constant
1m,n such that

7) (Q~,n~,n-l -Q~,n-l~,n){Z)=Cm,nzn+n.

I another connection, the convergence of ~,n toQn asserted by the cited theorem
i plies that Ilg -~ n/ ~ nil 00 is majorized, up to a constant, by the linearized, ,
rrOr Ilg~,n 2. ~,nlloo for m large. Since the latter decreases like the truncation of

e Taylor series, we get

lirn sup Ilg -~,n/Q~,nll ~m ~ l./R,
m-+oo

ifnplying by (4.5) form large,

1(~,n-1 / Q~,n-(~.8) -~,n/Q~,n)(zm)l <2(p i E)-m

e normalize ~ n-l and Q~ n~l so that the coefficient of largest modulus of
, ,

m,n-l is 1 (in case there is more than one largest coefficient we choose the
ne with smallest subscript), and we normalize Q~,n so that ~,n(O) = 1. Now, de
ontessus de Ballore's theorem asserts that Q~,n converges to QnIQn(O) as m -+ 00

d hence is uniformly bounded in a neighborhood of the unit circle. Therefore,
ultiplying (4.8) by ~,n-l (Zm)Q~,n(Zm), we get for m large

0 1"2
I(Qm,n m,n-~..9) -~,n-l~,n)(Zin)I< C(p+.jf.)-m

~here C is a positive const~t independent of m. In. view of (4. 7?, we obtain
I m,nl .$: C(p + E)-m, from WhICh we deduce that (4.9) IS actually satIsfied for all
oints ofT. Applying the Bernstein-Walsh lemma [26], we get for m large

-Q~,n-l~,n)(Z}[. < C(p + £j2)I!!+n(p + e)-I!! Z E T p+~/2~4.10) I(Q~,n~,n-l

sing the fact that ~ n (resp. Q~ n) converges locally uniformly to G/Qn(O) (resp.
0 Qn/Qn(O)) on T p+e;2 and evalu~ting the left-hand side of (4. 10) at a zeroof~,n'
e see, by the maximum principle and the fact thatG(xj) # 0 for allj, that any

.mit function of Q~,n-l as m -+ 00 vanishes at each Xj. We obtain a contradiction
ince this limit function can only be a polynomial of degree at most n -1, which
s nonzero since the largest coefficient has modulus 1. 0

I Proof of Theorem 4.1 Let (Pm,qn), for m 2 1, be an arbitrary sequence of
frreducible critical pairs (where qn depends on m). We know from Proposition 2.3
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that Pm/qn interpolates g in U at the zeros of zn-n+
qn are bounded, we have

q~. Since the coefficients of

[m+nJ =I~I

unifonnly on closed subsets of V. By the extension of de Montessus de Ballore's
theorem to interpolating rational functions (cf. [21, Thm. 2)), we now obtain (4.1),
(4.2), and (4.3), not only for the optimal sequence (P~,q~) but more generally for
any sequence (Pm, qn) of irreducible critical pairs.

Let us next prove by contradiction that any critical pair is irreducible for m large
enough. Indeed, an infinite sequence of reducible critical pairs (Pm, qn) would
provide us, after reduction, with an infinite sequence of irreducible critical pairs
(Pm-k, qn-k) for some 0 < k S n, such that Pm-k/qn-k interpolates g in U at the
zeros Oft"-n+I~-k:

(gqn-k -Pm-k)(Z) = o(~-n+l~-k(Z))

Upon multiplying by Qn. we get

(Gqn-k -QnPm-k)(Z) = O(z'"-n+1Qn(Z)q~-k(Z))

, it is the interpolating:). 
From the Hermite

Since the degree of QnPm-k is less than m + 2n -2k + 1
polynomial of Gqn-k at the zeros of z"'-n+1Qn(Z)q;,-k(Z
fonnula, one has for z in Up

(Gqn-k -QnPm-k)(Z) =(4.11 ~ [ t"-n+1Qn(Z)~-k(Z)~~dt
2z7r lTv t'"-n+1Qn(t)q~-k(t) t -Z

where p < 0" < R. For z in Up arid t in T ", It -zl is larger than 0" -pso that

:)3n-U

zIn-n+lQn(z)q~-k(Z)
1 <

( !!.. ) m-n+

rm-n+lQn(t)~-k(t) -0"

Furthermore, Gqn-k is bounded on TIT as G and qn-k are (recall qn-k(O) = 1 and the

roots are in V). Hence taking absolute values in (4.11) shows the locally uniform
convergence of Gqn-k -QnPm-k to zero in Up as m -+ 00. Thus, any limit function

of the sequence qn-k, which is a nonzero polynomial of degree at most n -k, should

vanish at the zeros of Qn, a contradiction.
To conclude the uniqueness part of the theorem, it remains only to apply Theorem

2.13 with A = ~.n-l and B = ~.n-l' whence k = n -1 and k' = m. It follows

from the definition of the Pade approximant that (2.33) is met, while (2.32) follows
from (4.3) applied with K = U, which is valid for any sequence of irreducible
critical pairs as we have seen, and from (4.4), which is valid for m large. 0
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5. Diagonal H2,R-approximation of the exponential function

This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1 When g = ez, there exists, for n large, a unique critical pair

=-t,q~) (hence a unique local and global minimum) for Pb(U,n -i,n).
!f we set R~ = P~-l /q~, we have

lim R~(z) = If/:
n-+oo

l~cally uni£orml!: in C. Ma!epre.:isely, for K c C a compact set, there exist two
cpnstants CI = CI(K) and C2 =C2(K) such that for n large andzE K,

C\.lq:tz)t2~8;;1Iez -R:(z)l::; C2Iq:(z)t2,

n!(n- l)t
(2n)1(2n-l)!

8,,:=

1\jforeover; as n -+00,

-*Pn-1 (z} -.; eZ!2 and q~(z}-+e-zI2

~ c~lly uniformly in. C; ~n~jor any constantK. > 3 the zeros ofq~ a~d the zeros
P~-l eventually lie WithIn K./n of the zeros ofQ~ and ~~l respectively, where

n-l/Q,o; denotes the Fade approximant of type (n-:::' 1,n) to eZ.

Remark An analogous theorem holds for the approximation problem
b(V,n -l,n) to the function {l/z)el/z.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 would be quite easy if we knew that the estimates
f the interpolation error tha~ are available for real nodes (Theorem 5.4) extend

t complex nodes as well. This question, however, is still open, and the proof of
heorem 5.1 will mainly consist of deriving such estimates in the case of HZ,R

ritical pairs.
We first recall independent results from the literature that we shall need in the

equel. The first is a result by Trefethen obtained by applying a method of Braess.
concerns the asymptotic rate of the error in best uniform rational approximation

eZ on a disk.

k Theorem 5.2 (cf. [24]) Let m, n:;::: 0 be integers, and let Em,n denote the
rror in best uniform rational approximation of type (m, n) to eZ on the disk Izi :5 p.

en
m!n!pm+n+!Em= '

,n {m +n)!(m + n +1)' (1 + 0(1))

t/ls m + n -+ 00.
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The next two resultsconcem rational interpolation of the exponential function
The first one connects rational interpolants on a disk and on a segment.

Theorem 5.3 (Technique of Newman) Let R > 0 be a fixed real number;
PI Q a rational function of type (m, n), and define

p(x,R) = IP(R()f, q(x,R) = jQ(R()12, I~I= x == Re(().

Thenp(x, R) andq(x,R) are polynomials in x and p(x,R)jq(x,R) is again of type
(m, n). Assume that the following three assertions hold:

{i) The polynomial Q(z) has no zeros on {Izi S R}.
(ii) For any complex number z of modulus R, we have

(iii) P / Q interpolates eZ in k points (counting multiplicities;' in {IZfS R}.
Then the rational function p(x, R) / q(x,R) interpot.ates eZRx in at least k points of

[.-1., 1], counting multiplicities.

As this result is a key ingredient in establishing Theorem 5.1, we provide a proof
along the lines of [7] or [18] (see also Newman [16]).

Proof We may assume degP = m, deg Q = n. Let P(z) = a n~l (z -1:.;), a E R.
As P is a real polynomial and 1<:1 = 1, we have

This shows that p(x, R) is a real polynomial in x of degree at most m, and similarly
q(x,R) is areal polynomial of degree at mostn.

Let us now prove under the stated assumptions that p(x, R) / q(x, R) interpolates
e2Rx in k points of [-1, 1). If a and 13 are complex numbers, note that

aa -{3fi = 2Re{a(a -.8)} -la-{3f;

applying this equality with a = eZ, {3= P(zVQ(z), and z = R( yields

p(x..R)
~

!:J!l/ 2

Q(Z)eZ(c-
P(z)
Q(Z)

-Ie -e2Rx =2Re

Let us define
e-Z
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B assumptions (i) and (iii), h is analytic and has k zeros in tzl~ R.

Assume first that PI Q does not interpolate ez on the circle df radius R. Then h has

.nding number k on this circle. Hence, when an entire circuit has been completed
0 T R, the argument of the complex number h(z) has increased by 2k7r; and since
h .s a real function, the argument is increased by k7r as z traverses the upper half of

circle. Thus, h assumes real values in at least k + 1 points Zl =R(XI + iYI),

=:xo> Yt> 0-,>Xk=- =q, k,

"")

/
S~Ch that h(xl) and h(xl.-J) have opposite signs for 1 < l ~ k. The same is tru~ of
eZ eZ -G(z)), because It has the same argument as h. Then, by (53), there exIsts
~ {-I, I} such that

P 1'2

-Q(ZI)
~= 2f.( '"-l)iliii (ezl -G(zt.>.)[.J2Rx1 "I 1=0, ,k.

A sumption (ii) shows that the sign of the right-hand side alternates with t, so that

p( ,R) / q(x, R) interpolates e2Rx in at least k points of [-1, 1].
Assume now thatP/ Q does interpolate eZat some point on the circle of radius R.

consider a sequence of radii Rn > R such that limn_co Rn = R. Assumptions
(i) (ii), and (iii) are satisfied on these circles as soon as Rn is sufficiently close to
R. Now, P/Q does not interpolate eZ on TRn for n large, and we can apply the first
p of the proof. This gives a sequence of analytic functions

In(Z) = q(Z, Rn)e2R.z -p(z,Rn)

hat ing at least k zero~ o~ [-1, ~]. Moreover, this sequenceconverg~s unifonnly on

co pact sets to the lImIt functIon q.(z, R)eZRZ -p(z, R). By a classIcal theorem of

H rwitz, this function has at least k zeros on [-1, 1]. 0

[ heorem 5.4 (cf. [5]). LetB(n) := {Xin)}~l' n = n", beatriangular sequence

of (not necessar~ly distinct) real interpolation yoinr..-: con:ained i~ the inten:al
[~,p] such thathm"-+oon,, = 00, and denote by Rn= Pn-l/qn the ratzonalfunctzon

ojpe(n-l,n) thatinterpoiateseZ inB(n). Then

(5.~)

loqally uniformly in C. Furthermore, the numerator and denominator converge
se~arately, that is, as l/ -+ 00

(5.~)
~

Pn,,-ltZ)- eZ/2 'in" (Z) -e-z/2and
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locally unifonnly in C, where qn- is nonnalized so thatqn_(O) =1.. For K c C a
compact set, there exist two constants Cl = C1(K, p) and C2= C2(K,p) such that
for ZI large and zE K..

2n Zn

C I II Iz -xin)r s 8;;f.rez- Rn(z)l s Cz n Iz -xin)1
k=1 k=f.

(5.6)

where bn is as in Theorem 5 Moreover; all zeros ofqn, say zin) ,. satisfy

(5.7) n-'-p ~jz~n)1. ~2n+ p+ 1/3, I

k9 ,n

and remain within distance p from the zeros of the Pade denominator Q~.
Symmetrically, all zeros ofPn-t, say yinJ, satisfy

(5.8) -p ~ Iyjn)j ~ 2n + p+ 1/3,n+ n:;?:2, 1= n-l

and remain within distance p from the zeros of the Padi numerator ~

Proof The limits in (5.4),(5.5) and the estimates (5,6) are particular cases of
[5, Thms.. 2.1,2.2J. That the zin),s and the y~n),s remain within distance pof the
roots of Q2 and~-l respectively follows from the proof of [5, Lemma 2.4 (i)] and

from the remark thatqn/Pn-l again interpolates e:z, this time at the points -XJn) for
1 ~j ~ 2n. Keeping this in mind, we see that the lower bounds in (5.7) and (5.8)
are consequences of the first assertion of [5, Prop. 2.8]. As to the upper bounds,
we rely on the following result (cf. the upper bound in [22, Thm. 2.2 p.198]):

For any m ?: 1 and n ?: 0, all the zeros of the Pade approximant ~.n(Z}/~.n(z)
of type (m, n) to the exponential function lie in {izi ~m + n + 4/3}.

Because of the (unnonnalized) identity Q~.n(Z) = ~,m(-Z), the previous

inequality also holds for the zeros ofQ~,n(z)when m ?: 0 and n?: 1. 0

After this reminder of known results, we proceed to a series of lemmas on critical
pairs that will eventually lead us to the proof of Theorem 5.1. We fixg(z) = eZ in

Pb(U,n -l,n), and any critical pair (]In-''l,qn) relates to this problem.

Lemma 5.5 Any critical pair (fJn-l ,qn) is irreducible.

Proof If (Pn-l, qn) is reducible, we obtain after reduction an irreducible critical
pair (vn/ -I ,Xn/) with n' < n. If we write the division

ezXn' =Vxn,Xn'
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~e see from Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 that vxnl has at least n' tl(n- n' + 1)/2] zeros
i 17, contradicting the normality of the exponential functioQ in the horizontal strip,

I{ : 7r :::; Im(z) < 7r}(cf. [19, Ph. 206.2]). ! 0

~Lemma 5.6 Let (Pn-t., qn)nEN be a sequence of critical pairs. Then:
(i) The zeros ofqn, saya~n), ...,a~n) counting multiplicities, satisfy for any a >

a n large enough,

niCk ~ laln) I ~ 2an,<$.9) k= n,1

at~.the same inequality also holds for the zeros ;B~n),
(11) Asn -,+ 00,

/3<1) OfPn-l, n-j-l

(~.10) PII-I(Z) -+e/2 and qn(Z) -+ e-z/2

lqcally uniformly in c.
1 (iii) There exists a constant C such that for n large,

(WI)
maxle:.: -Pn-l /-qn

(Z)1 < nC8 42nzET- n

(iv) There exists a constant Co such that for n large,

(~.12) minle-Pn~lJqn(z}15Co6i\lET

f Proof We know by Lemma 5.5 that qn is irreducible and by Proposition 2.8

ti1at
je" -p,,-I/q,,1 < 2Je"J, Z E T,

isl eventually satisfied for n large. To prove (i), we set

~ ( ) I;; (1")12 Pn-l X = lPn-I.. , ~-2qn(X) = Iqn()\' ,{~.13) 1(1= x = Re((

~dapPIYTheOrem 5.~ withR = 1: therationa1:unctionR,,(z) = P"-I~qn(Z): which
IS of type (n -l,n), Interpolates e2z at 2n pOInts of [-1, IJ. Thus Pn-l/qn(z/2)
.terpolates eZ at 2n points of [-2, 2J, and we deduce from Theorem 5.4 that

(5.14) Pn-l(Z)!qn(O) -+ eZ and qn(Z}/qn(O) -e-Z

l~ca1ly uniformly in C. Moreover, denoting by at) the zeros ofqn(z),k = 1, ,n,
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we see frQm{5. 7) that

(5.15)

From (5.2), we have the relation between zeros of tin and zeros of qn.

2 (n) (n) lcc'C'.rak =ak +,~(5..1.6) k=l(n ) ,
a

k

whenceain) = O(n) since lain)! > 1 and2aiil) = O(n) by (5.15). But then, (5.9)

foll.owsfrom (5.16) and (5.15). The reasoning leading to the same inequalities with

ain) replaced by f3}n) is similar using (5.8), except that we do not know beforehand
thatff3}n)t?: 1. This, however, follows forn large from the uniform convergence
of Pn-ijq" to eZ on V asserted in Pro~sition 2.8.

To prove (ii), we first observe that (qn) is a normal family; indeed, when n is

large enough, we have by (5..9)

!qn{Z)! ;= Iil(l -z/ain) 1 ~(1 +alzu~)n ~e~[~1
k=l'. ..

In addition, recalling the definition of qn from (5.13), we find that

n

qn(O) = n \
k=l

is bounded from below by some positive constant, thanks to (5..9). Hence

hn =qn/~

again defines a normal family of functions. Let h = limk-+oo hnk be a limit function
of this family, and notice that, on T,

by virtue of (5..14). Thus h does not vanish identically, and as hn is zero-free
in Un/a for n large by (5.9), Hurwitz's theorem implies that h is zero-free in C.
Therefore h(z) = e-z/2, because these two functions share the same modulus on

T and have no zeros in U. Thus, hn actually converges to e-z/2 since this is the
only possible limit function. As qn(O) = 1 for atln, we now deduce that qn(O) 1
so that qn(Z) e-z/2 as n 00, locally uniformly in C. This gives the right half
of (5.10). To get the other half, observe thatpn_JO) 1 when n 00 because
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~z -Pn-l /qn -0 on V by Proposition 2.8. Reasoning analogous to the first part

f the proof now shows that Pn-l is a nortnal family of functions on C. As eZqn
onverges locally unifonnly to ez!2 in C and since

'lneZ -Pn-1 = 'In(eZ -Pn-I!'ln)

rndS to zero on U, we again conclude that ez/2 is the only possible limit function
fthe family ~n-l).
We now prove (iii). By (ii), the function e-ZPn-l!qn(Z) is analytic and has no

eros in U2 for n large. Set

z- ( )"e- pn-l ZF(z) = log (--q M )

{here log designates the principal branch of the logarithm. For z in U2, we have

Re(F(z)) = log
!Pn-l/lJn(Z)1 = ~ I I Pn-l/lJn(Z)12

e' zog e'

- I f''-JIQ,,CZ)
eZ(~.17)

=0

here we have used the fact thatpn-I/e:qn(Z) is uniformly close to I on U2 when

is large enough.
Let 1 < R ::5: 2 and notice that 1e:-Pn-l/qn(z)1 < 21e:1 certainly holds on TR when

is larger than some integer independent ofR. We apply Newman's technique on

e circle of radius R by putting

qn,RCX) = l"ilnCR()fPn-l,R(X) = \Pn-i (R()f 1((= x = Re(()

i

d see from Theorem 5.3 that Pn-l,R/qn,R(X) interpolates e2Rx at 2n points of
[ 1,1]. Thus Pn-l,R/qn,R(t(2R) interpolates et at 2n point.s"ikn): k = 1,... ,2n, of
[ 2R,2R]. By the upper estImate (5.6) of Theorem 5.4 applIed WIthK = [-2R,2R],

e have for n large

2n

6;1 le' -Pn-l,R/Qn,R(t/2R)1 ~ C2 n It -"tkn)l,
k=1

tE [-2R,2R]

v}here C2 is independent of < R $ 2. Upon substituting back x = tj2R, we get

2n

-Pn-l,R/qn,R(x}1 ~ C28n II 12Rx -"tin)! ~ C28n(4R)2n
k=l

leZRx
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or, equivalenqy,

ilez.12 -lPn-i!'iin(z)fj ~ C2Gn(4R)2n, Izi =R.

Plugging this into (5.17) shows that there exists a COnstant C3 independent of
R E (1., 2] such that for n large and z in V R.

IRe(F(z))t:::;: C3cn(4R)2n

We now use the Borel-Caratheodory inequality (cf. e.g. [13, ThIn. 5.1 p. 238}):

where we have used that F(O) is real. By choosing a circle of radius R =1 + Iln,
we get for n large and some absolute constant C4

maxIF{z}! ~nC48n42n
Izl=.\

Writing now

[c -~(Z)[= Icill
we see that

Z EU2

~ 

-Pn-l!qn(Z) = O(F(z)},

Thus, there exists a constant C such that for n large

re!= -PII-I!QIl(Z)r ~ nC81142n Z E T,

which proves (iii).
To establish (iv), we appeal again to Theorem 5.3: defining Pn-l and qn as

in (5.l3), we know from the proof of this theorem that there exist 2n+ 1 points
Zl = Xl + iYI on T,

> X2n = -1, Yl ~O, 1=0; ,2n,=xo>

such that

e2xI_~(XI) = 2e( -1)I
\eZi(C'-

qn

(5.18)

1 = 0, ,2n,
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t heree. == :1:1 and the sign otthis expression mternates ~ith 1. In other words,

e set{~i}~o is ~ maximmm~ernati~n set for e2t -'Pn-1jq~(:). and consequently

2x1}~olsa maxlmm alternation set ill l-2,2J for e'" -Pn-/jqn{xj2). From de La
mlee~Poussin's theorem for rationm functions (cf, [18, nm. 2.3]), we obtain

min I e~l

.I

~

Pn-l
~

qn
~5,19) -2,~])

here the right-hand side of (5.19) denotes the error in unifonIl best rational
pproximation of type (n -1,n) to e'" on [-2,2]. Letting Cn be the familiar'
hebyshev polynomial and observing that the monic polynomial of least deviation

0 zero of degree n on [-2,2] is 2nCn(xj2), and therefore hasnonIl2, we can take
e corresponding nodes as Xkn),s in (5.6).to obtain a constant Cs such that, for n

arge,
En-,1.n(ex:,[-2, 2.]):::; C58n.

~ence, we deduce from (5..18) and (5.19) .that for n large,

-felt -Pn-1 fiin(z/.)11 $: CSOn.

~ut the second modulus in the left -h~nd side of !he p~evious inequal~ty is uniformly
ounded away from 0 as n -+ oo,smce lez -Pn~l/qn(z)1 tends unIformly to 0 on

.This gives (5.12). a

~

Lemma 5.7 There exists an integer No and a real number/3> 0 such that
~n ~ No: the fun~t.ion (eZ.-Pn-l/qn(z))/q~(z)has no zeros in{tzt$: /3n}, where

n-l, qn) IS any crltlcal paIr of type (n -1, n).

Proof We first prove that there exists areal number (3 >10 such that for n large,

JeZ -Pn-l/QIl{Z)J < 2Jez lzl. ={:J~.~5.20)

fro derive (5.20), we use the well-known formula for the Pade approximant

~cf. [17] p. 436)

2n r1
Q~(z)eZ -~-I(Z)={-l)n~ Jo elZf'(l -t)n-ldt,

n), that~rom which we deduce, thanks to the value of the beta integral B(n +

I~I=1<5.21) IQ~(z)eZ -~-I(z)1 5: eon,
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and

1~(z)eZ -~. .$: el3n ([3n )2n tin

Izi 

= {3n

for any (3 > O. Choose 0 < (3 < 1/2. From (5.7), we know that all zeros of Q~ have
modulus largelthan or equal to n. As Q?;(Oj = I by our normalization, we get

n>2-

Izt=

and

(l-j3)n ~ IQ~(z)1 III = {3n

Thus, (5.21) and (5.22) imply respectively that

leZ-~n-(5.24) 'Q~(z)1 :::; 4e8n, Izl.'= .1

and

3n)2" 

e!3" 6" j -(J)" Izi = {3n
jeZ -~-l/Q~(z}l~

Making use_of Lemma 5.6 (iii), together with (5.24), we get for any C6 > C and n

large

Pn-l
qn

Pn-l

qn
I~(~~(z) -~ ;z}[ ~ + Ie" -

Izi 

=

Consequently, as Q~(z) and qn(Z) both converge to e'-z/2 on U, there exists a
constant C7 such that for n large,

1~-I(Z)qn(Z) -Q~(Z)Pn-I(Z)1 .$: nC7bn42n Izi = 1,

and from the Bernstein-Walsh lemma we deduce, still for n large,

1~-l(Z)qll(Z) -Q~(Z)PIl-l(z)1 ~ nC74211(i3n)211-1611'Izi = {3n.(5.26)

Moreover, choosing Q = 1/2{3 in (5.9), we get, again for n large,

Izi = tin(lj2)n ~ Iqn(z)[
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+s ~ satisfies (5.23?, whence ajortiori the previous inequality, we deduce upon
4ividing (5.26) by qn~ that for n large,

Iz[ =/3n

~nd we obtain by (5.25), still forlzr= I3n andn large,

(~27) lez -

there Cs = ej2 + 16C7. Stirling's formula yields

e2n

~On~

1ogether with (5.27), this implies for f >O,jzl = I3n, and n large that

Ic -~(Z) [ .$: ~ (2(3e)2n(Cs)n!qn (3 ,. 24n'-'!

I

4s Cs is independent of{3, we may have chosen {3so small that

£!==t
4

< 1

hich implies (5.20) for n large. Now, because qn has no zeros in the closed disk
f radius j3n for n large by (5.9), Theorem 5.3 applies to a circle of radius j3n:

i eZ -Pn-l!qn(Z) had more than 2n zeros in {lzl::; j3n} we would get a rational
nction of type (n -1, n) which interpolates e" at more than 2n points of the real
is, contradicting the normality of the exponential function. 0

.I Lemma 5.8 Let!3 and No be as if! Lemma 5.7. Pick, for each n ?: No, a
9ritical pair (Pn-l ,'in) and define two sequences offunctions as follows:

ez --
Wn(Z) = = Pn-l/qn(Z)

>'n8nq~(z)

there An denotes the sign of(l-Pn-llqn(O))lq~(O), and

Un(Z) = Wn(Z)l/2n Un{O) ? 0, It I ~ {3n.

(~otic~ that b~ Lemma 5.7, An is unambigu~usly defined a~ Un is a well-defined
4nalytzc functIon on {Izf :5: (3n}.) The followIng three assertIons hold:
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(i) The sequence (Un) is bounded, uniformly with respect to n, on {tzrS {3n}.
(ii) As n -.00,

Un(Z) -..1

locally unifonnly in C.
(iii) The sequence .( wn) is unifonn.iy bounded from above and below on any

:.omp~t set K of .!he c~mplex plane for n large, that is, there exist two constants
Cl = C1.(K) andC2= C2.(K) such that

C1 S:l.wn(Z)IS: C2, ZEK , n? n(K)

Proof Fix a > 1 such that aj3 < 1. As the roots of qn are the reciprocals of
those of qn, we have from (5.9)

Izl = f}n,

for any 0 < {3' < {3 and n large enough. Together with (5.27), this implies that for
n large,

.lzI 9/3n,
fJ(fJ./n)2n

and by taking 2n-th roots,

2C9{3$'(5.28) IUn{Z}/$ Izf= ;an.,

where Cg is any constant larger than VCs. This proves (i).
Let g be the limit function of a subsequence (Unk). Letting nk tend to 00 in

(5.28), we see that g is a bounded entire function in the complex plane, hence, by
Liouville's theorem, a constant a. Remark that a is a nonnegative real number as
Un(O) ? 0 for all n. Next, we show that a = 1. To this effect, let a' > a so that for
n large,

IUnk(Z)1 ~a', Izr~ 1

From the definition of Un, we infer that

leZ -Pnt-l/qnk(Z)! ~ (a,}2nk8nk.lQnk(Z)f, III ~

Since the modulus of the roots of qn is less than or equal to a/n, we get as soon as
n :?:2a,

(5.30) (1/2)2" ~ {I -a/n)n~ Iqn(z)1 ~ (1 + a/n)n ~ e", III = 1;
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~lugging the upper estimate into (5.29) shows that

j.eZ -Pnk-l!qnk(Z)I::; (a')2nk{jnke2a Izl..l~ 1I

~ a < 1, we .can choose a' < 1 as well, but this vio~ates the optimal rate of
onvergence gIven by Theorem 5.2. Hence a ~ 1, and If we let 0 < a" < a, we

btain for k large

+ maxlunk(z)l/min!unk(Z)[:::; afla'! zET zET

aking 2n-th roots in (5.12) and using (5.30), we get

~d this implies

5.31) max IUnk(Z)I~ C6/2nkea/nka'la"
zET

S soon as k is large enough. Now, we may require in this relation that the ratio
, I a" be arbitrarily close to 1. and since a ~ 1 we see from the definition and from

5.31) that a = 1 is the only possibility. Therefore all convergent subsequences
f (Un) have the same limit, namely the constant function I. so that (un) itself

onverges locally uniformly in C, which proves (ii).
We now turn to the proof of (iii). It is enough to consider K = V p. In the sequel

e choose nso large that p < {3n. The Cauchy formula implies that

III 

< ,Bn.

from (ii) and the above integral representation, we deduce for n large enough that

1zl=p,

where we have used that a{3 < 1, and where al is any real number larger than {3-2.
The relation between Un and Wn yields ~/Wn = 2nU~/Un' As Un tends uniformly

to 1 on {izi S p}, we obtain

Izi :::; p,IW~/Wn(z)1 ~ az,

for any az > 2al and n large. To obtain unifonn bounds for Wn on {Ill ~p}, we

introduce its logarithm

ala{3n <-,I ( )1< )2 -n Iun Z -({3n-p
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Zn E {izi ~ p} will be chosen below. We have

Izi $ p,

and thus

log Iwn(z)11 ~ Ilog]wn(zn)11 + 2pa2, It I $ p..(5.32)

Besides, the upper estimate (5.12), along with the lower bound in (5.30), imply

that

(5.33) min Iwn(z)1 .$ CoI6Q.
zET

Let in be a point on T where the above minimum is attained and assume that the
maximum modulus of Wn in {izi .$ p} is larger than I. If Iwn(Zn)1 .$ I, we choose
for Zn a point where Iwn(Zn)1 = I, which leads to

[Z[$ p.whence exp( -2pav ~ Iwn(z)1 ~ exp(2paz),I log Iwn(z)[1 :s: 2PQ2

we choose Zn = Zn and we get, in view of (5.33),If IWn(Z,i)1 >

log Iwn(z)11 ~ log(Co16Q) + 2pa2, Iz[ ~ p,

and so

Izl ~ p.Co 116-0 exp( -2pa2) ~ Iw,,(z)1 ~ Co 160 eXp(2pa2)

IfIWn(z]\:S: I in {lzl:S: p}, we may take C2 = I, and all we have to establish in order
to get Cl is, in view of (5.32), that there exists a sequence of points (Zn) such that
Iwn(zn)1 is bounded away from zero. However,wn cannot tend to zero uniformly in
V p without contradicting the optimal rate of convergence given by Theorem 5.2,
because of the very definition of Wn and of the upper bound in (5.30). 0

Lemma 5.9 Let~-2/Q~-1 be the Padeapproximant of type (n- 2,n -1) to

eZ and (Pn-l , qn) be any critical pair: We have, for n large enough,

Izi =31e' -p,,-I!q,,(z)1 < Ie' -~-2!~-I(Z)I,
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I Proof_On the one hand, we know from Lernma 5.8 (fii) that there exists a
cfnstant Cz such that for n large,

fez -Pn. !qn(z)f ~C20n[qn(z)f~ CzoneZa Iz I ~

,here the last inequality uses the up~er bound in (5.30). On the other hand, we
kfoW from Theorem 5.4 that there exIsts a constant Ci such that, for n large,

CIOn~l $Ic- ~-2/Q~-1(Z)1
IIll -'

~i

Cpnsequently, in order to prove the ~emm~, ~t su~ces to show that, for n large,
3~2{jne2Q < CI {jn-l. But, after reduction, thIS IS equIvalent to

3C2e2a < 4C1(2n -1)2,

~hich is evident for n large Cl

Proof of Theorem 5.1. For n large, uniqueness of a critical pair <P~- I.' q~) for
e approximation problem Pb( U, n- I ,n) to ez follows from Lemma 5.5, Lemma

59 and Theorem 2.13 with A =~-I andB = ~-2. The separated convergence of

p -I andq~ was proved in Lemma 5.6 (ii). The lower and upper estimates for the
e or eZ -p~-I./q~(z) are given by Lemma 5.8 (iii) (see the definition ofwn in this
I mma).. We finally prove the estimates relating the zeros of P~-I. and q~ to those
0 ~-I and Q~ respectively. By (5.9), we know that for any d > I and n large

e 2n interpolation points of Pn-l/qn to eZ in U lie in Va/n' Thus, Theorem 5.3
e entually applies on the circle of radius a/n, and Theorem 5.4 shows that twice

e poles of the rational interpolant with real nodes thus obtained lie within 2a / n
0 the zeros of Q~. From (5.16) and the lower estimate in (5.9), we deduce that the
z ros of qn lie within 3a/n from the zeros of Q~, for n large. The corresponding

section about the zeros of Pn-1 and ~-I is derived in the same way. 0
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